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A practitioner of the privacy lifestyle, Grant Hall once “disappeared”
for four years during his own “Privacy
Crisis” and used principles, concepts,
and resources explained in his books
to travel, bank, work, and live anonymously.
He holds a Master’s Degree from
an American University and has
worked for a government agency
and companies in the private sector.
Currently, Hall and his family manage two businesses.
Privacy Crisis Banking: Bank Secrecy Plan and Resource Guide
to Protect Identity, Money, and
Property evolved following demand
by readers for more banking privacy
information and resources, after the
publication of Hall’s first book,
Privacy Crisis: Identity Theft
Prevention Plan and Guide to
Anonymous Living.

Make your money and assets invisible. This guide will
help you control your financial privacy, avoid a home privacy
invasion, and protect identity. You will use this reference
over and over again.
Discover how easy it is to:
`` Bank, cash checks, and open a safe deposit box without
a Social Security Number or Employer Identification Number.
`` Prevent garnishments, property seizures, and bank identity theft.
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`` Use the right financial institutions for your business and
personal banking privacy—company names, addresses, phone numbers, and websites are inside this
book.
`` Borrow money privately and create an “invisible home
mortgage.”
`` Use links to our website for valuable updated articles and
resources.
Grant Hall, author of two books and many business and
privacy articles, has been successfully practicing financial
privacy and bank secrecy since 1980 and is the leading
authority on how to keep money and property safe from
thefts and seizures. He has been quoted by ABC News and
been the featured guest on talk shows concernng privacy
matters.

A PRIVACY CRISIS SERIES BOOK
www.privacycrisis.com
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Grant Hall has been a guest on
radio and television shows, appeared
as a featured speaker at seminars, and
has authored articles on business and
privacy-related topics.

Why Not Have Bank Secrecy and
Property Protection?
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BANK SECRECY PLAN & RESOURCE GUIDE
to Protect
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Can you really have bank secrecy?
Modern privacy resources and
non-traditional banking principles are
requirements today to protect money
and property.
“Bank secrecy havens” have breached
their banking privacy contracts with
customers, broken their own laws, and
sold out their customers and investors, rolling over to pressures applied
to them by fascist-like United States of
America government agencies.
Police state–style tactics used by
government to seize assets and bank
accounts of corporations and individuals
place your money and property at risk.
White collar criminals, greedy
lawyers, identity thieves, and private
investigators create financial chaos for
those whose money and property can
be discovered through data searches.
Who can achieve financial privacy
amidst the greatest privacy invasion
period in the history of the world?
Those who insist on business and personal identity protection and use financial institutions and privacy resources
proven to offer freedom lovers bank
secrecy and property protection.
Choose a bank secrecy and property
protection plan that meets your needs.
Bank online and cash checks without a
Social Security Number. Store currency
and gold anonymously. Create an “invisible mortgage.” Take back your privacy
rights. This book is your guide.

